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ABSTRACT
Substantial parts of the foredunes along the Kapiti Coast are severely degraded and subject to
significant sand movement which are of concern to the local community and to the Kapiti Coast
District Council. Foredunes are characterised by steep unstable seaward faces with scattered
(Spinifex sericeus). A collaborative spinifex
marram grass and only isolated pockets of spinifex zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA
planting trial between the local community Coast Care group, Kapiti Coast District Council and
Ensis was established at two sites along the Paraparaumu Beach in September 2004. Sites
selected for the trial had sufficient space for the planting of several rows of spinifex either side of
sand fences erected 12 months earlier and immediately prior to planting.
Although at a very early stage, this trial shows that establishing a zone of spinifex may be
possible where there is sufficient space to plant along the toe of the current degraded and
unstable foredune scarp along parts of the Kapiti Coast. Eight months after planting, a small
incipient dune has formed with spinifex cover estimated at 50% at both planting sites. Sand
accumulation at the toe of the foredune of over 50 cm has occurred at both sites. The role of sand
fences in conjunction with the planting of native sand binders still requires further evaluation.
Recommendations are made for enhancing the planted spinifex sites and for a detailed
assessment of the trial 12 months after planting.
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INTRODUCTION
Substantial parts of the foredunes along the Kapiti Coast are subject to significant sand
movement which are of concern to the local community and to the Kapiti Coast District Council.
With the prevailing westerly wind, sand is blowing inland in many areas resulting in build up of
sand on front beach properties and along roads and carparks (Fig. 1). Sections of the coast are
eroding due to high seas and storms with scarps ranging from 0.5 m to 5 m high. Vegetation
cover on the seaward face of the foredune along substantial areas along the coast comprise
scattered marram grass (Ammophila arenaria), other exotic species and occasional small
populations of spinifex (Spinifex sericeus). Where spinifex does occur, it is scattered along the
seaward edge of the foredune often in mixture with marram grass. Marram grass is however
dominant on backdune areas.
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Figure I: Significant sections of the coast along Paraparaumu Beach is comprised of
irregular shaped foredunes dominated by marram grass with patches of ice plant and other
exotic species and only scattered areas of spinifex. Erosion by wave action during high seas
and occasional storms are resulting in steep unstable foredune slopes.

Wind-blown sand is a major problem along the Paraparaumu Beach. Build-up of sand along
recreational areas vegetated in kikuyu grass (Pennisetum clandestinum), along roadsides, in
seaside carparks, and over backdune areas show there is considerable movement of sand (Fig. 2).
This is generally a good indication that foredunes are not effectively trapping a significant
proportion of the sand on the beach and is reflected in the degraded state of many parts of the
dune system.

Figure 2: Sand blown inland along parts of the Paraparaumu Beach indicates that foredune
vegetation is not adequately trapping sand on the beach. Sand that is blown over the foredune
onto developed areas landward such as Marine Parade (left) and over rear dunes (right), is
effectively 'lost' from the foredune and no longer available for buffering coastal areas from
erosion during future storm events.

Frontal dunes and their vegetation play a critical role in beach dynamics, particularly in the
natural cycles of dune erosion and recovery that occur on sandy beaches. In particular, natural
dune repair after storms is critically dependent on the presence of appropriate sand binding
species on the seaward face of the dune. The key native sand binders along the Kapiti Coast are
spinifex and pingao. While many exotic species have been used to stabilise dunes such as

marram grass, ice plant (Carpobrotus
zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA
edulis) and kikuyu grass, these species are not as effective
as spinifex and pingao in repairing storm-damaged frontal dunes (Dahm et al. 2005).
In consultation with the local community, a collaborative planting trial of spinifex was
established in early spring 2004 at two sites along the Paraparaumu Beach. Spinifex is the
dominant sand binding grass on the seaward face of the current foredune in the North Island.
While pingao (Desmoschoenus spiralis) is also a key sand binding species, it does not spread as
quickly as spinifex and is highly palatable to rabbits which are present along the Kapiti coast.
The aim of the trial was to determine whether a zone of spinifex could be established between
the toe of the steep seaward face of these highly modified dunes and the present high water
mark. Careful selection of sites for the trial was required avoiding substantial parts of the beach
where the high water mark was too close to the seaward face of the foredune. If an incipient dune
could be formed along the toe of the dune with planted spinifex where there was sufficient area,
then this was likely to be a more cost-effective and low-impact method than mechanically
reshaping and planting, which may be the only option along other parts of the Kapiti coast dunes.
PREVIOUS WORK

Collaborative trials by the Coastal Dune Vegetation Network (CDVN) and operational plantings
in several regions throughout the North Island and along selected beaches in the northern South
Island have shown that spinifex and pingao planted at high density have successfully reduced
movement of sand inland and increased the sand volume of foredunes (Jenks and O'Neil 2004).
Fertiliser trials have shown that sand binders are significantly boosted by applications of
fertiliser including slow-release fertiliser incorporated into the planting pit and follow-up
broadcast applications of fast-release high-nitrogen fertiliser over the following year after
planting (Bergin and Kimberley 1999). Planting of predominantly spinifex is recommended for
North Island sites where it usually forms the matrix of foredune vegetation and is the fastest
spreading native sand binder (Bergin 1999). Pingao can also be planted amongst the spinifex in
largely rabbit-free areas (Bergin and Herbert 1998).
The Wellington Regional Council has established collaborative CDVN trials on foredune and
backdune sites at Queen Elizabeth Park to the south of Paraparaumu. Small numbers of spinifex
and pingao have been planted along an area immediately landward of a foredune scarp near the
main car park and have had only moderate survival and growth due to the semi-stable nature of
the dune and infestation of weeds and rabbit browsing of unfenced plants. A small area of active
foredune planted with spinifex approximately two years ago at the northern boundary of the park
are growing well with good survival. These local trials and others nationwide confirm the need
to limit planting of sand binders to the most active seaward toe of the foredune.
While there have been a number of trials established over the last decade on coastal dunes
indicating general techniques for establishing and enhancing native sand binders (Bergin and
Kimberley 1999), there are problems directly applying the same principles to revegetation
projects on new sites. Physical factors such as wind and wave erosion, and storm events and
human impacts including beach users and rabbits vary from one site to the next. Of interest at
Paraparaumu Beach was whether a spinifex-dominated incipient dune could be successfully
established at carefully selected sites between the current high tide mark and a steep unstable
foredune face. Longer term outcomes of the trial were to determine key local factors in
implementing successful future larger scale planting programmes along the Kapiti Coast.
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OBJECTIVES
The overall objective was to determine if a spinifex-dominated dune could be established
seaward of an existing erosion scarp. Specific objectives were:
• To locate two representative areas along the beach where there was sufficient space to
establish a sward of spinifex between the steep seaward face of the foredune and current high
water mark;
• To establish a dense colony of spinifex along the foredune;
• To determine the effect of sand fencing on sand accumulation and provision of initial shelter
for planted native sand binders;
• To assess initial performance of planted spinifex at each site and consequent sand accretion
or erosion.
TRIAL SITES
The planting trial was located on two sites representative of other sites along Paraparaumu Beach
but where there was considered sufficient space for planting sand binders between the current
high water mark and the steep foredune face.

Site 1 — Access was adjacent to 147 Manly Street and opposite Ngapotiki Street. The trial site
was located south of the accessway. Features of this site were:
• The trial site was seaward of an area where the active dune was mechanically reshaped by
KCDC 12 months earlier to move sand encroaching on private properties back to foredune,
covered in coconut matting and sown with exotic grass seed (Fig. 3).
• Part of the site was in front of a reshaped area approximately 40 m long with an existing sand
fence which was building a small incipient dune.
• Either side of the reshaped area was a 30-40 m long section of foredune with crest up to 4 m
high dominated by scattered marram and ice plant clumps; bare parts of seaward face
provided planting sites for spinifex and where sand fences could be extended.

Figure 3: Site 1 comprised a dune up to 6 in high dominated by patches of marram grass with
loose sand along the seaward face (left). The central portion had been reshaped 12 months
earlier into a steep bank and sown with exotic grasses landward of a green sand fence also
erected at the same time (right). Over the past year, a small incipient dune has formed along
the sand fence where loose sand is beginning to invade the established vegetated dune face
with the potential to destabilise the area. Planting a sward of spinifex over this bare sand was
considered necessary to reduce sand movement up the slope and to trap sand at the toe of the
foredune.
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Site located at 195 Manly Street immediately south of vehicle access. Features of this
Site 2 — zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA
site were:
• The seaward dunes comprised a steep high dune with scattered vegetation along the crest
dominated by mixture of marram grass and other exotics (Fig. 4).
• A steep seaward foredune face occurred along most of the trial site. This was mostly bare
sand with scattered clumps of marram grass.
• The central part of the trial site 20 m wide comprised a deflated area due to a blow-out that
had probably been exacerbated by an informal pedestrian accessway. Two low sand fences
established some time ago have trapped sand and formed small dunes up to 1 m high within
the deflated area but are unvegetated.
• A large amount of small driftwood was present on the beach from previous high seas. Some
large logs occurred along the toe of foredune with some having been placed into the deflated
area to aid sand trapping.

Figure 4: The 2-4 in high foredune at Site 2 had an irregular topography (left) with a blow-out
in the central area where two short sand fences had begun to trap loose sand fright). While the
fences had formed an incipient dune there was virtually no cover of vegetation to stop further
sand being blown inland. Establishing a cover of spinifex was considered necessary to trap
sand along the foredune and reduce sand moving landward.

METHODS
Site preparation
Before planting, Kapiti Coast District Council erected a 1 m high sand fence with black wind or
shade cloth along most of the trial area at both sites. This was to complement existing sand
fences with green shade cloth that had been erected 12 months or more ago along central
sections at each site and where sand had accumulated forming a small largely unvegetated dune
in front and behind each fence. Coconut matting was placed along the base of the newly erected
sand fence.
Trial design
At each trial site, spinifex was planted along a nearly 100 m length of the foredune. For Site 1
eight replicates of 2 plots each were demarcated by wooden pegs and for Site 2 seven replicates
of paired plots were established. Each plot was 6 m wide with up to 5 rows of spinifex planted
from the toe of the dune slope part way up the front slope. One of two slow-release NPK
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fertilisers (Magamp medium grade granules, Agriform planter tablets) was applied to the trial
with each fertiliser treatment allocated randomly within the paired plots.
Trial establishment
The trial was established in early September 2004 by local community members, Kapiti Coast
District Council staff and Ensis. Most of the planting was undertaken by a handful of local
community volunteers over a 3-4 day period during and immediately after heavy rainfall and
high winds (Fig. 5).

Figure 5: Local Paraparaumu residents (left to right) Lindsay Buick, Val Kermode, Katharine
Moody and Jon Moody planted the two sites with spinifex seedlings along with staff and
support from Kapiti Coast District Council.

Spinifex was planted and fertilised using techniques described by Bergin (2000). The two
fertiliser treatments involved applying 30 g of Magamp granules or a single 10 g Agriform
Planter Tablet to each planted seedling. The fertiliser was incorporated into the hole during
planting. Seedlings were planted up to 10 cm below the root collar level to improve chances of
survival where sand levels could decrease during the establishment phase.
A total of 3000 spinifex seedlings were planted, approximately 1500 at each site. The aim was to
establish 5-6 rows at 60 cm x 60 cm spacing along the entire length of each approximately 100 m
long trial site. Two or three rows of spinifex were located seaward of sand fences that occurred
along the entire length of both sites. While plant spacing was approximately 60 cm apart, the
first row landward of recently erected tall sand fences were planted 1.2 m away from the fence to
•
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allow for an expected leeward dumping of sand. Planting was also extended south of the trial
area and several short rows were established in the small blow-out area of Site 2.
Monitoring and maintenance
A description of spinifex seedlings used in the trial was noted at planting. Mean height at planting
was calculated from a minimum of 30 plants measured at each site. The trial was inspected regularly
after planting by the local Coast Care group to determine the effects of any high seas on the toe slope
and plant survival. Photographs were used to monitor growth of plants and progress with vegetation
cover.

Light dressings of fast release high nitrogen fertiliser (urea) were applied on three occasions by the
local Coast Care group organised by Jon Moody. The rate of application was equivalent to
approximately 50 kg N/ha as recommended and described by Bergin (1999) for spinifex. Application
times were:
November 2004
Late January 2005
March-April 2005
The 1 m long 50 x 50 mm wooden pegs used to demarcate plots were driven into the sand at a
fixed height of 40 cm to determine localised changes in sand levels at subsequent trial
assessments. Heights of posts used for the sand fences were also recorded.
The site was briefly inspected in May 2005. Overall percentage cover of spinifex vegetation
cover was estimated and changes in sand levels based on a visual assessment were also noted. A
detailed assessment of the trial has not yet been carried out.
RESULTS
Planting stock
Spinifex seedlings were purchased from Naturally Native NZ Plants Ltd where seed of North
Island west coast origin had been propagated at their Whakatane-based coastal plant nursery.
The one-year-old seedlings were raised in Tinus rootrainers and were in excellent health and
vigour at time of planting. Height of seedlings in containers was over 70 cm with many
approaching 1 m high. After planting average height based on a sample of 65 seedlings across
the two sites was 57 cm indicating spinifex were planted in deep holes with root collars at least
10 cm below the sand surface (Fig. 6).
Early performance
A series of photographs taken at time of planting and at 2 months and 6 months after planting are
shown in Figure 7 for Site 1 and in Figure 8 for Site 2.

Within six months of planting, spinifex had formed a vigorous colony at both sites. Eight months
after planting, it was estimated that planted spinifex cover was 50% at both sites. Other than
disturbance which resulted from beach users and from high seas at the northern ends of each site,
there was an estimated 90% survival of spinifex. Plant vigour was excellent at both sites and was
consistent across all rows from the most seaward planted zone to the most landward planted
areas.
Up to 50 cm of sand had accumulated along most of the central part of each site in front of the
sand fences as wooden pegs established at 40 cm high had been buried by accumulated sand.
Pegs along the landward zones of the planted area were 30-40 cm high indicating most sand had
been trapped in front of the sand fences by the 2-3 rows of planted spinifex. Many spinifex had
well developed runners and were extending over a metre in length 8 months after planting.
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Figure 6: Spinifex was supplied by Naturally Native New Zealand Plants Ltd from their
Whakatane nursery for the planting trial. Seedlings were 1-year-old raised in Tinus
rootrainers with average height of 70 cm and well developed root systems that were adequately
binding the potting mix (left). Planting seedlings so that root collars were at least 10 cm below
the sand surface has probably contributed to high survivals and good early growth on these
exposed coastlines (right).

Sand fences erected immediately prior to planting of spinifex were at a similar height 8 months
later and were preventing spread of spinifex runners. Some sand accumulation was evident
leeward of these sand fences. In contrast, the earlier erected sand fence at Site 1 had become
largely covered by sand and growth of spinifex 8 months after planting, with runners spreading
unhindered (Fig. 7).
PRELIMINARY DISCUSSION
Although at a very early stage, this trial shows that establishing a zone of spinifex may be
possible along the toe of the current degraded and unstable foredune scarp, at least at some sites
along the Kapiti Coast. The two sites chosen for this trial had a narrow relatively flat zone
between the current mean high water mark and the toe of the steep scarp resulting from previous
storms or high seas. Within 8 months of planting, an incipient dune up to 50 cm high had formed
along most of the planted areas and largely covered sand fences erected 12 months or more
before planting.
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Figure 7: Spinifex planting trial Site 1, Paraparaumu Beach (Photographs by Jon and
Katharine Moody).

Site recently planted with
several rows of spinifex either
side of the sand fence erected
when the steep bank was
reshaped 12 months earlier
and sown in an exotic grass
mixture. The steep vegetated
foredune is vulnerable to being
covered by loose sand
accumulating at the toe of the
dune if it remains without a
cover of vegetation.

Two months after the trial was
established, planted spinifex in
front and behind the green
sand fence are beginning to
grow. Some sand is
accumulating along the toe of
dune as marker pegs placed at
40 cm height have reduced to
30 cm or less.
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Six months after planting
spinifex has dominated the
loose sand and trapped further
wind-blown sand to create a
vegetated incipient dune in
front of the steep reshaped
foredune. Most of the sand
fence is buried and the row of
marker pegs in front of the
sand fence have also been
buried indicating that at least
50 cm of sand has accumulated
along the toe of this dune.
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Figure 8: Spinifex planting trial Site 2, Paraparaumu Beach (Photographs by Jon and
Katharine Moody)

Planting trial site before
planting with spinifex or
erection of further sand fences.
The green sand fence was
erected 12 months earlier
trapping sand to form a small
dune. The newly-formed dune,
however, remains largely
unvegetated.

Two months after planting.
Spinifex has only just started to
grow. Note that high seas have
brought driftwood tip to the
first row of planted spinifex.
Note the 40 cm high pegs
along the driftwood line have
been completely covered by
sand 2 months later (see photo
below).

Six months after planting.
Spinifex has grown
significantly with an incipient
dune forming. Note that the
sand fences are being covered
by increased sand trapped by
the planted spinifex. The tall
sand fence (black) is now
preventing the spread of
spinifex runners on either side.
Removing the shadecloth will
allow the development of a
single spinifex-dominated
dune.

II

While there have been several storms and occasional high seas that had the potential to erode
planting sites, most of the planted areas to date have remained largely unscathed. As with
previous planting trials and operational programmes, several factors have contributed to this
early success at the Paraparaumu trial. These include:
The use of tall good quality nursery-raised seedlings;
Deep planting to ensure root systems are placed within the lower moister zones of sand
and are also less vulnerable to being uncovered with any loss of sand;
Use of slow-release fertilisers at planting;
Regular application of fast-release nitrogenous fertiliser after planting;
Encouragement of beach users to avoid trampling planted sites.
The role of sand fences remains unclear and requires further evaluation. The sand fences that
were established well before planting had formed a small dune. Eight months after spinifex had
been planted, these fences had been buried by additional sand as the cover of spinifex had
increased. The erection of sand fences near time of planting may give early shelter to planted
seedlings but are likely to be causing uneven dumping of sand over adjacent planted areas. As
spinifex has become established, tall sand fences are restricting the spread of runners effectively
splitting the colony in half length-ways along the beach. If high seas erode spinifex seaward of
the sand fence, the fence will prevent the spread of spinifex from inland sites recolonising
seaward.
Sand fences have often been used in a limited capacity to repair short sections of dunes such as
blow-outs. The use of sand fences in conjunction with planting of native sand binders may have
a beneficial role but comparative trials are required to determine size and type of wind fence,
where they should be placed on the foredune in relation to planted areas, how long they should
be in place before planting of sand binders, and when they should be removed, if at all?
Preliminary indication from this trial indicates that establishing a sand fence to initiate some
sand accumulation well in advance of planting sand binders may be a worthwhile technique but
this needs further evaluation.
While the trial has only been established for 8 months, early indications suggest that an incipient
dune can be established along sections of the Paraparaumu Beach where there is sufficient room
for planting to take place. Restoration of a degraded dune system will take time and may take
years to achieve on particular sites. Even with a natural dune system, the process of natural dune
repair after a damaging storm takes time (usually several years) and during periods with a higher
than normal frequency of erosion events, regular erosion may prevent any significant dune
et al. 2005). Similar time frames (years) may be required to
recovery for several years (Dahm zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA
restore a properly functioning dune system based on planting and management of native sand
binding species.
The eventual aim is to encourage an extensive spinifex dominated dune that is sufficiently wide
to provide long-term protection from storms and high seas and to allow the natural process of
dune erosion and repair to take place. Such spinifex-dominated dunes do occur along small
sections of the Kapiti coast including areas along the Paraparaumu Beach (Fig. 9). In time, with
more effective control of rabbits, pingao could also be introduced by planting small groups
within the spinifex on the foredune.
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Figure 9: The aim of the spinifex planting trials established at the two sites along
Paraparaumu Beach reported here is to create a low foredune dominated by spinifex in front
of a more landward zone dominated by marram grass. This site near the main shopping area
of Paraparaumu Beach has been established for some years where it is understood some local
residents have been involved in the enhancement of a spinifex dominated dune. Note the
higher marram grass-dominated dunes behind the spinifex.

PRELIMINARY RECOMMENDATIONS
In the absence of major damaging storms or a landward shift of the mean high water mark over
the next few months, and hopefully much longer timeframes, the planted spinifex trial areas
should continue to trap sand and form a dense stand of vegetation. Measures recommended to
assist this process include:
Remove shade cloth material from the tall sand fences within spinifex colonies at both
sites to allow spreading of runners and merging of the spinifex colony into a cohesive
unit. This is not essential for the lower sand fences which have been largely overtopped
by the accumulating sand.
• Progressively remove marram grass (and any other exotic plants such as ice plant) along
the edges of the spinifex colony to encourage spread of spinifex. Removal of any marram
grass that invades the spinifex stand should also be carried out. This should be done on a
small-scale by hand-pulling rather than risk destabilising the building sand dunes by
exposing too much loose sand at once.

•
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Carefully apply light top-dressings of urea fertiliser in spring and autumn, particularly
along edges of the spinifex colony, to encourage infilling of gaps in the vegetation cover
or to extend spinifex along the beach. Established spinifex swards which are vigorous
should not require fertiliser applications beyond the first year, other than leading edges
where further growth is desirable.
Undertake timely repair of any damaged areas of spinifex by further planting of spinifex
during the planting season, or topdressing of urea, as necessary.
Continue a photographic record of trial areas to monitor growth of spinifex and sand
accumulation including after any storm events when dunes may be damaged as well as
during post-storm dune recovery.
If possible, consider establishing dune profiles to accurately measure sand movement.
Ideally, surveying of dunes for sand movement and vegetation cover over time should
have been initiated before restoration began.
Control rabbits that will browse newly developing spinifex shoots and thereby reduce the
capacity of spinifex to flourish. Once rabbits are controlled, plant pingao in small groups
amongst the spinifex to increase biodiversity.
Continue to encourage beach users to use formal accessways.
Use the successful establishment of the trial to demonstrate the positive benefits of
planting and managing native sand binders in trapping sand and building foredunes as a
effective buffer in future storms.
A detailed assessment of the trial is required 12 months after planting to quantify the success of
the planted spinifex, the degree of sand accumulation, and the effects and merits of using sand
fences in conjunction with planting of native sand binders.
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